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BASE CHANGE FOR TEMPERED IRREDUCIBLE
REPRESENTATIONS OF GL (n,R)

JOE REPKA

Let π be a tempered irreducible representation of
GL {n, R). We prove the expected relation between the
characters of π and its base change lifting.

0* Introduction* To each irreducible representation π of
GL (n, B) is associated its "base change lifting", an irreducible
representation Π of GL (n, C). It is expected that the characters
of these two representations are related in a certain way, at least
if Γ is tempered, and this relation has in fact been proved for
GL (2, R) by Shintani [4], and for representations of GL (n9 B)
induced from unramified quasicharacters of a minimal parabolic
subgroup by Clozel [1], The purpose of this paper is to prove the
relation for arbitrary tempered irreducible representations of
GL (n, R).

The proof involves computations not unlike those used to
calculate the character of an induced representation. The repre-
sentations in question are all induced from parabolic subgroups
whose Levi components are products of copies of GL (2) and GL (1),
so we are able to use Shintani's results for GL (2) as a starting
point. It is to be expected that a similar "inductive step" can be
proved for the general quasi-split connected real reductive group,
but technical problems make that more difficult.

l Notation and preliminaries* Let G = GL (n), n ^ 3. Every
irreducible tempered representation π of GR is induced from a
cuspidal parabolic subgroup PR. After conjugation, we may assume
P — MN, where the Levi component M consists of 2 x 2 and/or
1 x 1 blocks along the diagonal and N, the unipotent radical of P,
consists of upper triangular matrices with diagonal entries all
equal to 1 and with zero for those entries which lie inside the
blocks of M. Thus M = GL (2)k x GL(l)-8*. Also let K - U(n).

We recall some remarks about <7-conjugacy (see, e.g., [1], §2).
Write g° for the complex conjugate of an element g eGc- Two
elements g, gf e Gc are σ-conjugate if g = hσgf}ι~x, for some h e Gc.
If g e Gc, its norm is defined by Ng = gσg. If g and g' are <7-eon-
jugate, then Ng and Ngr are conjugate in Gc. As usual, we write
Gc for the regular elements of Gc; we shall say g is σ-regular if
Ng e Gc, and write Gc for the σ-regular elements of Gc. The com-
plement of Gc is a real analytic sub variety of measure zero.
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With M ^ GL (2)* x GL (l)n~2k as above (blocks along the diag-
onal), we wish to find representatives for the conjugacy classes of
Gar tan subgroups of MR. Inside each 2 x 2 block, we may take
either the split Cartan subgroup, consisting of the diagonal matrices,
or the nonsplit Cartan subgroup Zft SO(2), where Z is the scalar

matrices. Thus for each ί, 0 ^ i ^ k, we have ( .) subgroups which
' ίk\

have i nonsplit factors. We label t h e m T} , l ^ j ^ L ) , in any

order. For fixed i, all t h e Tj a re conjugate in GR, t h o u g h not in

MR. F ix i, j ; for each l9 1^1^ fi\ let si e GR be such t h a t

sιTjsr1= Tί; l e t S} = {slf s2, .-•}.

By [1], Corollaire, p. 28, every element geGc

f is ^-conjugate to
an element of GR, and Ng is conjugate to an element of GR.
Likewise every element me Me is σ-conjugate to an element of
MR, by an element of Mc, and Nm is conjugate, in Mc, to an ele-
ment of MR.

2. Representations* The irreducible representation π of GR

is induced from a representation of PR. Specifically, let ω be a
discrete series representation of MR, and extend it to the representa-
tion ω ® 1 of PR = MRNR, trivial on jVΛ. Then π = Ind %*ω (x) 1,
and all tempered irreducible representations of GR arise in this way,
for some P and ω of this type.

The representation ω is associated in the usual way to a (Weyl
group orbit of) character(s) λ of (2?)Λ, the compact Cartan subgroup
of MR. The restriction of the norm gives a homomorphism N:
(2?)c -> (2?)*, S O 4 = λoiNΓ is a character of (Tϊ)c> The base change
lifting 77 of 7Γ is the representation of Gc induced from the exten-
sion of A to any minimal parabolic subgroup of Gc containing (Γ*)c.
We may choose the minimal parabolic subgroup to be contained in
Pc. The lifting Ω of ω to Mc is induced from the restriction of
this character to the intersection of the minimal parabolic subgroup
with Mc.

To obtain i7, we may first induce to Pc and then to Gc, so
we see that 77 = Ind G

P

C

CΩ <g) 1.
The liftings Π and Ω are equivalent to their conjugates Π° and

Ωσ (Π0{g) = Π(gσ), etc.); i.e., there are involutions Aπ and AΩ so
that AπoΠ(g)oAπ = i7σ(βf), ΛβoflζmJoAx, = i2σ(m). If feC?(Gc), then
J7(/) = \f(g)Π(g)dg is an operator of trace class, and moreover
/1-> trace (Π(f)°Aπ) is a distribution. We wish to show that this
distribution is in fact given by a function θσ

π, and that θσ

π(g) = θπ(Ng),
where on the right side θπ is the character of π, extended to a
conjugate-invariant function on GG

R

C.
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Shintani [4] has proved this relation for GL (2), so it follows
immediately for M ~ GL (2)k x GL (l)*-2\ in particular, / H* trace
(Ω(f)oAΩ) is given by a function θQy and

(2.1) θΩ(m) = θω(Nm) .

(Actually, there is an ambiguous sign in the definition of the
involution AΩ, but we fix it so as to make (2.1) hold.)

Suppose Ω acts on the Hubert space ^fΩ. Then Π acts by
right translation on the space έ%fπ of functions φ: Gc —> 3ίfΩ such
that φ(pg) = δ¥(p)(Ω (g)l)(p)φ(g), (pePc), and φ \κ e L2(K, ^ ) — h e r e
δc is the modular function of P c. Define the operator Aπ on Sίfu

by Aπφ(g) = AΩφ{g°).

LEMMA 2.1. ( i ) If φe j%?π, then Auφ e <%fπ.
(ii) For geGc, AnoΠ{g) = Π(g°)oAπ.

Proof. ( i ) The square-integrability is easy. If g e GCf p e P c,
then Aπφ(pg) - AΩφ(pσgσ) -
AΩφ(gσ) = mp)Ψ ® l)(p)

(ii) AπoΠ{g)φ{g') = AΩ(Π(g)φ)(g'σ) = A^(βr^) - ABφ(g'g°). Π

3* Jacobians* Given the parabolic subgroup P = MAT, as above,
we let π be the Lie algebra of N. If m 6 MR (resp. Mc), then πΛ

(resp. ttc) is AcZ(m)-invariant. We denote by σ the complex conjuga-
tion on rtc, and by δR (resp. δc) the modular function of PR (resp.
Pc); i.e., δR(m) - det (Aci(m)|nJ; δc - det (Ad(m)\ttc).

DEFINITION. If m e MR, define J(m) = δR(m)-m det (/ — ild(m))ΠJι.
If meMc, define zT(m) = δc(m)-m det (I - Ad(m)oσ)πc.

We remark that J(m) is invariant under conjugation by MR, so
we may extend it to an Mc-conjugate-invariant function on MR

C,
the elements of Mc which are conjugate to elements of MR. We
remark too that Δ° is σ-conjugate invariant—in fact both factors
are σ-conjugate invariant.

PROPOSITION 3.1. If meMc is σ-regular, then Aσ{m) = A(Nm).

Proof. Note that the right side makes sense, since Nm e MR

C.
By the σ-conjugate invariance of A°, we may assume m e TR, where
T is a Cartan subgroup of M defined over R. Thus Nm = m2, and
Δ(Nm) = δR(m?)~m Π (1 ~ aim2)), where the product is over those
roots a which appear in the decomposition of the action of TR on xιR.
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On the other hand, in the action of Tc on nc, the roots occur
in conjugate pairs β, β% where β\t) = β(tσ), and where β\TR = βσ\TR

is one of the roots a of TR in nR. Moreover, the conjugation σ on
τιc interchanges the root spaces corresponding to β and β\ Thus
on the span of these two root spaces, relative to a basis of root
vectors, Ad(m)°σ is given by the matrix

lβ{m) 0 \/0 1\ = / 0 β{m)\

\ 0 β\m))\l 0/ \β°{m) 0 j '

The matrix of Ad(m)oσ on all of nc is a sum of blocks of this type,

so det (I - Ad(m)oσ)nc = Π det ( _ ^ ( m ) ^ ^ ( m ) ) - Π (l-/3(m)/3σ(m)).

And for our real m, β°(m) = /3(m) = α(m), so

4*(m) = δc(m)-1/2 Π (1 - a{m)a{m)) = ̂ (m)-1 Π (1 ~ «(™2)) = 4™2)=^(iVm) ,

as desired. •

4* Integration formulas* We need to develop integral for-
mulas that are adapted to integration over σ-conjugacy classes,
analogous to the familiar formulas for ordinary conjugacy.

Let T = T) and consider the mapping GR/TR x TR-+GR given
by (ΰ,t)^gtg-\ It has order equal to w*σ = \w(GR, (T})R)\. The
restriction of this map to MR/TR x TR has order w*M=\w(MR, (Γ/)Λ)|.

The σ-twisted analogues of these mappings are the map (τc/TΛx
TR -» Gc given by (g, t) H> ̂ ίff"1, and its restriction Λfc/ΓΛx TR->MC.

We calculate their orders: suppose gσtg-~1=hσ8h~1, gf heGc; s,te
TR. Taking norms, we find h^gfg^h = s2. Letting S be a set of
representatives for W(GR, TR), we see that t2 = ws2™*1, for some
w e S . Thus wh~ιgeTc, i.e., fc-ty = sir1*', some ί ' e Γ c . So s =
h-'gΠg^h = vr'f'tt'^w = w-H'H'Ήw, or ί'V""1* = ^s^- 1 6 ΓΛ, so
£'V""1 e ΓJI. Modulo Γ ,̂ this allows only finitely many possibilities
for ί'. It is in fact easy to see that there are 2n~i possibilities for
ί', modulo TR. The same analysis applies to MCf with the difference
that w must be in MRy though the possibilities for f remain the
same. We record the result as

LEMMA 4.1. Let T = 27, /or some ΐ, j . Γfoe maps ( ,̂ t)
gσtg-\ GcjTR x TR -> G c â cZ iίβ restriction to MC/TR x T«'
orders 2%~%S ^^^ 2%~%^ respectively.

Next we prove the σ-twisted analogue of a familiar result
([3], Lemma 5.2; cf. [5], Theorem 1.1.4.4).

PROPOSITION 4.2. If meM" is such that Δσ(m) Φ 0, then the
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map n H^ m~1nσmn~1 is an analytic diffeomorphism Nc —> Nc, with
Jacobian equal to det (Ad{m~1)oσ — / ) π c .

Proof, Let x\_x = {0}, nr = {Xettc: [X, πc] £ tιr+i}. Then τιc =
tΐ0 2 Πi 3 rt2 ̂  ^ ti^i = {0}. Letting Ax = Adfm-^oσ, A2 = —I, we
can apply [5], Lemma 1.1.4.2. Π

Fix Haar measures on MR, NR, Mc, Nc, K, K Π GR, and use them
to define Haar measure on GR by

\f(9)dg = I I I f(mnk)dmdndk ,
J )K\\GR)NR)MR

and similarly for (?c.
We apply [5], formula II in §8.1.2, to MR and GR and find that

for φeC?(MR), feC?(GΛ),

ΣI φ{m)dm = ^
J M R n <-

• ί ( φimtm-1) I det (Ad^-1) - J) m!ή \ dtdri

\ f{g)dg = o Σ (^G)" 1

. ( . fiόtg-^det (Adit-1) - I)φ<\dtdg .

Here tn, g, t) are the Lie algebras of M, G, T\, and we have sup-
pressed the subscript R on Γ/, Λf, G, tj, m, and g. For fixed i, all
the 27's are conjugate in GR, so Γi* in the second formula could be
replaced by any Γ/, or better yet by their average:

( f(g)dg= Σ Σ (*) \wi

0)-1

• ( 4 L / ί ^ " 1 ) I d e t (^(ί- 1) - /)9/tj. I dtdg .

Replacing g by tern, with keKf)GR, nβNR, meMR/(Tj)R9 we see
the above integral equals

( ί f ( /(knmtm-'n-'h-1) \ det (Aώ(rx) - /)m/ti. | dtdm
)KΠGR JNRiMRl(τ\)R)(τ})R

 3

-! det (Adit"1) ~ I\,ή I I det {Ad{t~λ) - I)nltt \~'dndk .

Now
det Adit-1) - I)β/tj I I det (Adίr 1) - I)w / t* I"1
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Collecting constants, if me Mi is conjugate to an element of

Tj, we define r(m) = (. ) WM/WG. Then

(4.1) [f(g)dg = [ [ [ r(m)f(knmn-1k-1)A(m)2dmdndk .
J JKΓ\GR JNRJMR

Next we turn to the σ-con jugate situation. Let M} — {mσtm~1:
meMc, te(T})R}> Mι = U; M}, Gι = {g mg-1: geGc, me M% Using
Proposition 4.2 and an argument analogous to the one used to
prove the corresponding untwisted formulas ([2], Corollary 2, p.
94; [5], §8.1.2), we find that for feCTiG'), the integral

f(kσnσmn''1k--1)/ίσ(m)2dmdndk\ [ .
JNC JM%j

is a constant multiple of \f(g)dg. Moreover, from Lemma 4.1 we

see that the constant is 2n-iwi

G/(2n~ίwi

M) = WQ/WM. It works equally
well for any j , so, averaging, we find

[ Λff)dg = ( . ) WM/WG \ \ \ .f{kσnσmn-ίk-1)Aσ{m)'idmdndk .

Combining all the G*'s, we can write, for feCfdJiG'),

S ec c
•f(n\rln — \ \ I v('γns\-f(kσMσ<mw-ιk-1\

JKJNCJMc

where for m e M% r(m) = r(Nm) = ( Λ WM/WG.

5* Integral operators* For feCΓ(Gc), we express Π(f)oAπ

as an integral operator. If φe£ίfΠt koeK,

Π(f)oAπφ(k0) = \ f(g)Aπφ(kog)dg =

— \ \ \ f φ
JKJNCjMc

= ί ί [/(k^mn

= ί ί ί f{k^ιnamn-1k0)Δa{m)Ω{m) AΩφ{k)dmdndk

where ίΓ/(&0, fc) is the operator-valued kernel
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To find the trace of this operator we use Hirai's generalization ([3],
§4) of the usual procedure and integrate the kernel along the
diagonal and find the trace of the resulting operator, i.e.,

trace (Π(f)oAπ) == trace ί Kf(k, k)dk
JK

= traceΓί [ [ f(&-1namn-1ka)Δ\m)Ω{m)dmdndk°AΩΛ
L)K)NCJ\MC J

= f ( ( f(kσnσmn~1k~1)/ίσ(m)θσ

Ω(m)dkdndm

= \ f(g)θ'π{g)dg,

where, using (4.2) and symmetrizing A'^θl, we have θjI(h"gh~1) =
θ"π(g), for fir, Λ e Gc, and if t e (Tj)a

θ°π(t) = r(t)-γ\ wywh Σ Σ A'-
(5.1) W .esj »

= Σ Σ s-Woiwβte-1™-1).
s w

The inner sum is over we W(MR, Tj)\W(GR, Tj)% and the outer sum
over s e Sj averages over the various T/'s. Also θσ

π(g) = 0 unless

6* The character relation* We are now able to state:

THEOREM. Let π be an irreducible tempered representation of
GL (n, R), Π its base change lifting. Let Aπ be an involution with
AπoII(g) = Πσ(g)oAπ. The distribution

/, , trace(77(/)oA/7) (/ 6 Cβ"(GL (n, C)))

is given by a function θσ

π on GL (n, C), and the sign of Aπ may be
chosen so that θσ

π(g) = θπ(Ng).

Proof The result is trivial for GL (1), and for GL (2) has been
done by Shintani [4]. For n ^ 3, all that remains to be shown is
the last identity, and, ignoring a null set, it suffices to consider
g 6 G'c. We fix AΠ as in § 2.

By the familiar untwisted analogue of the computation in § 5,
we can use (4.1) to calculate θπ (cf. [3]). For te(Tj)R, we find
θ*(t) — Σ es*. ΣwΔ^ΘJjjΰsts'1™-1). The inner sum is over we
W(MR, (T}Y)\W(GR, Tfγ. Also θπ{g) = 0 unless g e M£«.

We know from § 5 that θσ

Π(g) = 0 unless ge{jG\ Thus the
desired relation holds for g £ \JG*, so we may suppose geG\ By
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the invariance of Θπ and the σ-conjugate invariance of Θσ

Π, we can
assume g = te (Tj)Rf so Ng = t2.

The result follows by comparing the above formula for θπ(Nt) =
0π{t2) with formula (5.1) for θσχt), and applying Proposition 3.1 and
formula (2.1). •
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